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WALLER CREEK
designing for the changing character of an urban creek in Austin
Austin, Texas captivates visitors and turns them into residents. Huge live oaks shade historic mansions set majestically along the Balcones Escarpment. Motorist travelling IH 35 encounter a panoramic view of the city’s central business district stretching off to the west. Streets climb in and out of creek valleys, providing surprising vistas and revealing familiar landmarks on every slope. A network of creeks and valleys, tributaries of the Colorado River, creates a strong visual impact that seems to structure the city and define its neighborhood and activities.

Years ago, the Russell Fish family, residents of a bluff above Shoal Creek, initiated the nation’s first “hike and bike” trail along a few blocks of this creek. This act of ecological preservation initiated an interest in protecting Austin’s creek system that is now widespread. Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson has taken the Honorary Chairman’s post on a committee to beautify Town Lake. One of this group’s projects is an additional “hike and bike” trail. This is part of the city master plan to develop Austin’s creek areas into a total greenbelt system.

Waller Creek, more urban and more naturally beautiful than most, has great ecological potential, both as an open space system and as a generator of commercial development and activity. Waller Creek is an environmental paradox. This spring-fed creek flows for almost ten miles through residential areas, the University of Texas Campus, past the State Capitol complex and the central business district, yet maintains a nineteenth century atmosphere of limestone, live oaks and near wilderness. The creek’s character is diverse, changing around each bend from 34th Street to Town Lake.

At times, Waller Creek flows in manicured city parks, at others in a wilderness of cypress trees, making the city’s residents forget they are a block from San Jacinto Boulevard and The University of Texas Memorial Stadium. Near the downtown area, this natural channel turns into limestone retaining walls and arched bridges, with historic structures right up to the creek, creating an atmosphere that would be most suitable for commercial development.

Waller Creek’s open space system, as dictated by the urbaness of the surrounding landscape, would consist of a continuous constricted green belt
along the creek, periodically opening into timely block-sized and vest pocket parks. The smaller, highly landscaped new parks would act in conjunction with the existing facilities to provide space for picnicking, tennis courts and outdoor theater. Bike and hike trails contained on the greenbelt would connect with the Town Lake area to the South.

The northern terminal, Adams Park and 34th Street, would be linked to Shoal Creek via a short "bicycle street", allowing pedestrians and cyclists to make a scenic ten mile loop around the central area of the city with minimum contact with traffic.

One of the most interesting possibilities of the open space system is the integration of an "Historic Austin Buildings Trail". Thirty buildings of historical significance lie within one or two blocks of Waller Creek. These could become a part of the system by using fingers of open space to reach out and surround the historic sites. The old buildings, most constructed before 1880, might become museums, restaurants or retain existing residential use.

The Austin Symphony Society is making their headquarters in an historic building along the creek, incorporating an amphitheater and two other structures, to make up Symphony Square. This addition to the heritage of Austin is a project of the Brackenridge Urban Renewal Tract.

Waller Creek's changing character contains a channel near the downtown area perfect for commercial development. "Old Town on the Creek" would be a river rivalling San Antonio's famous attraction, on a smaller scale. Nightclubs, specialty shops, and hotel facilities could line the creek to take advantage of its aesthetic appeal and the constant flow of people through this area. New restaurants and a marketplace would be a boon to the central business district economy, drawing people from the suburbs in to shop. In fact, the creek development would be the creation of an exciting new life for Austin residents—a twenty-four hour life where people could work, play, shop and take up residence in townhouses on Waller Creek.

The creek is in contact with the urban scene, close to huge concentrations of people at the University, State Capitol, and downtown, and can provide relief from that urban congestion and tension. This proposed development will preserve the greenbelt and ecosystem of Waller Creek, providing safe places for recreation.

Most of all, the sensitive development of Waller Creek, in combination with Austin's entire creek system, would bring beauty and order to the urban mayhem; an order based on the natural landscape.

"OLD TOWN ON THE CREEK"
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AND STUDY AREA crossing the Creek on the University of Texas campus. Developments like this occur along the length of the creek but are isolated and need to be linked together as a continuous development.

TEN MILES OF CONTINUOUS HIKE AND BIKE TRAILS would be included in this greenbelt loop around the very center of Austin, enabling residents and tourists alike to spend an hour or an afternoon experiencing the many activities. Other Austin creeks flowing into Town Lake could easily be tied into this greenbelt system.

TWO OF THE THIRTY STRUCTURES to be incorporated into the proposed Historic Buildings Trail. In every case, the buildings would take on a specific function either private or public. On the left, a commercial structure converted to a townhouse and below, a residence which has become an attorney’s office.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CRAIG KENNEDY
HIKE AND BIKE TRAILS ARE SUPERIMPOSED on an existing scene to show their relationship to the creek. Usually, the two trails would be separated, but may at times cross, parallel each other, or be combined.

BEFORE AND AFTER SCENES in the downtown area which is proposed for the three square block commercial development "Old Town on the Creek". The old and the new would be blended to give Austin an exciting marketplace.

THE WALLER CREEK ACTION TEAM, a group of University of Texas students in Architecture and the Graduate School of Community and Regional Planning has been in charge of the Waller Creek project. Through their efforts, the people of Austin in governmental agencies and civic interest groups have become aware of and involved in plans for the creek. It is a long and complex road to implementation because of the many ownerships and jurisdictions on Waller Creek, but through the guidance of the Austin Chapter of the A.I.A., progress is being made toward our goals. The Team Five Design Group of the W.C.A.T. is Karl Dietz, Larry Good, and Jack Tisdale, plus Craig Kennedy and Larry Newell, later replaced by Stan Miller and Howell Ridout.

DECEMBER, 1972
Health care is probably America's fastest growing business and, unfortunately, its cost is one of the fastest growing items in the American economy.

Hospital design, properly done, is a complex, social, architectural and technical task—the field is full of contradiction; rapidly increasing construction and operating costs conflict with increasingly sophisticated technical requirements, rigidity of physical structures obstruct flexibility, the inhuman scale of very large institutions must be coped with and obsolete hospital organization and operation must acquire some of industry's efficient business methods.

The hospital creates an environment of primary importance, not only for those who are patients but for those who work within its confines. The design should offer a solution to physical, technical and economic requirements of the facility. Administrators and architects should take a more positive role in the formulation of health and safety standards imposed on us, not only by grants and interest subsidies related to construction but medicare and medicaid requirements and the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

Preston M. Geren, Jr. AIA

The Eighty-Ninth Congress of 1966 responded to pressure for better health care and for means of providing it without pricing it out of the reach of the American public. The most monumental health care legislation program in the history of our nation was passed including medicare, medicaid, the Comprehensive Health Planning Act and the Regional Medicare Program.

In terms of the parameters that generally are accepted, "normal standards" of need and demand which place its major role in the economics of health care delivery, a brief review of the health facilities available in rural, nonurban or deteriorating urban areas, as well as in the balance of our urban areas would lead to these general conclusions:

1. There is generally no need to increase the number of acute care beds but there is a great need to replace the facilities containing these beds which are obsolete and antiquated with up-to-date and technologically more adequate facilities.
2. There is usually a need to develop more ambulatory care programs.
3. There is need to organize physical medicine and rehabilitation programs in regions which have still not been provided with adequate services of this kind.
4. There is a need to expand the scope of home health care services.

A very important factor in increasing facilities costs is the joint commission on accreditation of hospitals higher standards for health care delivery. This trend is reflected in the higher standards for design and construction and operation that develop through the Hill-Burton program and in the dissemination of new and better standards in building codes.

Gaining acceptance are the efforts to find ways to contain costs of construction are the new mechanisms for organizing contracting, sub-contracting, and controlling the construction project and process. The fast tracking, construction management, turnkey or package deals, design construct contracts, negotiated bidding, systems building consortiums, hospital development consortiums, planning and construction teams, component construction involving putting together major building subsystems in factories and shipping them to the site for installation, are all examples of efforts in the direction of cost containment and cost control.
Introduction

The country's health care delivery system is currently facing immense problems. Across the nation, rising costs of health care are aggravated by inefficient use of services and facilities. The supply of health professionals continues to lag behind population increases, while at the same time the demand for health care has been substantially increased through public awareness and governmental programs such as Medicare.

Federal reimbursement programs for health care quickly generated federal standards for health care quality. These standards have created, or at least magnified, another major health problem. Many hospitals cannot meet the standards and are faced with the prospect of closing if certification is lost. This is especially true with rural hospitals and a major reason seems to be the continuing movement of people from rural to urban areas. Rural areas find that they must support programs and facilities of an earlier day with declining populations and dwindling supplies of health personnel. As a consequence, many rural hospitals are overbuilt, understaffed and financially stricken.

Texas has far more small rural hospitals than any other state. Many of these hospitals are classified "7C" by the Medicare Program, indicating some serious staffing or facility deficiencies which raise questions concerning their ability to provide patients with high quality medical care. Currently many "7C" hospitals are permitted to participate in the Medicare program because they provide the only source of medical care available to the population they serve. However, with increasing federal funding of medical care, a hospital which fails to overcome its "7C" rating is likely to be deprived of federal support and thus be forced to close.

This study seeks to identify opportunities for improving health care delivery at the "7C" rated hospital level. To this end a 19-county, state planning region (West Central Texas) containing eleven "7C" rated hospitals was selected for analysis. The study offers specific recommendations appropriate to West Central Texas' problems and a methodology for approaching similar problems in other planning regions.

Analysis

People

Farming, ranching, and petroleum production are economic mainstays for the region's residents. Out-migration of younger age groups over the last two decades has left West Central Texas with a smaller but older population. As this trend continues it becomes increasingly difficult for small rural communities to provide necessary services for their people. The over 65-age group requires four times as much hospital care as the remainder of the population, yet as West Central Texas' increasing numbers of elderly residents seek care, the tax base for rural county and district hospitals is being eroded by the rural urban population shift. Reversal of this
The region’s most apparent tan areas where extensive will physicians are extremely urban centers see physicians: nearly medi­ate need is for more residents can use. Hospitals nearly available to them.

Medical Professionals
The region’s most apparent immediate need is for more registered nurses to staff its numerous rural hospitals. A second and perhaps more difficult problem will be replacement of retiring physicians; nearly 40% of the region’s doctors are over 50 years of age. The critical question in view of the region’s declining population is how to attract and retain adequate medical professionals in smaller rural communities. Nurses trained in urban centers see little opportunity in small rural towns, and physicians are extremely difficult to recruit after education and residency in large metropolitan areas where extensive medical talent and equipment is easily available to them.

Facilities
The region’s 28 hospitals have more available beds than the residents can use. Hospitals rated “7C” were found to have the following characteristics:
* The hospital’s rating is generally based on a lack of RN’s. Nine of the regions eleven “7C” hospitals suffered from this deficiency while only two had problems related to inadequate facilities.
* The typical “7C” hospital is located in an outlying rural community. It operates less than 50 beds and through­out the year less than half of these beds are occupied.
* More than 60% of the “7C” hospital’s patient payments are supported by Medicare or Medicaid.

In many cases these small rural hospitals reflect the dedication and efforts of one or two doctors doing the best they can with their available resources. Most of the region’s facility problems result from insufficient medical staff, not inadequate buildings or equipment.

Recommendations
In a climate of decreasing population, aging physicians, too few registered nurses, and too many beds, the region’s health care system is faced with a difficult challenge. Many small rural hospitals now trying to provide a broad range of health care services may be forced to close for lack of adequate professional staff or patient workload. Two methods are proposed to improve the region’s health care situation: a cooperative health network and consolidation. Co­op Health Network modeled along the lines of a farm cooperative is proposed. To create this network hospitals and nursing homes in the region should agree to share in the cost and delivery of improved patient care. The agreements would include:
* a continuing professional education program.
* a shared staff program.
* programs for shared services.

In this way groups of hospitals could provide in-community training for their staffs and share expenses for professional talent that they could not afford alone. For example, individual small hospitals often cannot afford a full-time physical therapist, but in a group they could support this type of medical talent. Shared services agreements can reduce operating costs by encouraging groups of small hospitals to pur­chase items such as bed linens or laundry services in quantity.

The cooperative network must in addition develop a formal working relationship between rural hospitals and a major medical center. This relationship will include provisions for medical center support in the form of:
* continuing education for rural medical staff personnel.
* diagnostic and consulting assistance to rural hospitals via TV and printed communica­tions links.
* professional relief for rural physicians.

Support of this nature from a major medical center could significantly improve the level of care available to rural residents and enhance the rural hospital’s ability to provide health care within the constraints of admittedly limited resources.

Consolidation
Long term plans for health delivery should address the under­utilization of existing rural hospitals. Even with an efficient cooperative health network providing support, it will be necessary to consolidate rural hospitals that continue to be under-utilized or understaffed. Such consolidation should aim for fewer but larger centrally located hospitals which can more easily and efficiently support the staff and equipment needed for quality health care. The diagram on page 9 illustrates a proposed health network for the region based on three levels of patient care. The suggested consolidation of facilities envisions secondary care hospitals of at least 100-bed capacity, accessible to the region’s population in less than one hour.

At present, acute care in West Central Texas is burdened with too many hospitals and too few medical professionals. By directing future change to include a network for health care and by consolidating the talent now so thinly spread between many small institutions, the region can provide better care for its people in spite of its limited resources.
Art in Architecture

By Leland A. Guinn, AIA

Works of art incorporated in building projects, if selected in sympathy with the building design, enhance the beauty of the structures. They heighten the dramatic impact of a theater, enlarge the religious experience in churches, extend the learning experiences in schools and are good public relations when incorporated in business and commercial buildings.

In the past, the blending of works of fine art with structures was a common practice. Norman C. Fletcher, FAIA, said, "We look backward with a rather discouraged gaze at the way the ancients produced great sculpture and painting in the past. We look with envy at the great sculpture of the Gothic where sculpture and architecture existed in what might be called fusion, a great oneness of form and scale obviously produced by a unity of spirit between the architect and the sculptor, if indeed they were different persons.

"For example, one looks with terrific awe at the sculptured portals of Chartres or the whole west side of the cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris along with the great Gothic structures of England like Lincoln Cathedral. The sculpture and the architecture seem inseparable; they are the same material and they cannot be subtracted from the building. Sculpture is so much a part of the building that the culture has totally accepted the idea of the union. The architecture without the sculpture is unthinkable.

"Painting and mosaics were introduced by the Renaissance in an integral way in the building as panels between structural elements. Again the panels seem to wait for the hand of the painter, and again one has a hard time separating the artist from the architecture."

The increase in the population of the United States has caused a great need for new buildings of all types, as well as for the replacement of obsolete and deteriorated structures. Concerning the place of the artist in the large volume of work which has to be done, Mr. Fletcher said:

"At no time in our history has there existed a greater need for new building programs and new opportunities for building a fresh environment. Why not involve artists in these programs to implement the Periclean image which our Chiefs of State tell us is their wish? With the need for 26 million housing units per year for the next 10 years, as stated in the 1968 Housing Act, with the need to rehabilitate our inner cities, with our need for new schools and better education for the underprivileged, with our needs for new cities to be created and the development of new transport, we have the capability and responsibility to build environments that reflect our faith in ourselves and the future.

"Charles Blessing, director of the Detroit Planning Commission, said this about art in the city. "That all of these great cities have serious finance problems, no one can question. But the lesson is clear that just as hardheaded business corporations have of late acknowledged the value of them of beauty and of the public's good opinion of them, so too cities across the nation are now recognizing that the cultural climate of a city, the appearance of a city, the education and cultural facilities of a
city—for music, drama, dance and all of the fine arts—are desirable not only because the people want them, need them, deserve them and insist on having them, but because it is good business for the city to provide them. Just as insurance companies and great industrial corporations must sell their image to their customers, the great American public, so too must cities now sell their image to these same great corporations and small ones too—as cities worth living in, working in, playing in, and investing in."

There are many examples of art used to enhance buildings throughout our State and one cannot fail to be impressed with the fact that the owners of these structures believed that the incorporation of art was of sufficient importance to allot for this purpose substantial sums of money. Also, one is impressed with the general excellence of art work used and the number of nationally and internationally known artists who are represented by this work.

During the last session of the Texas Legislature, Senator Mike McKool of Dallas introduced an act to encourage the use of art in construction. It was identified as Senate Bill No. 230, and was titled: "An act relating to the inclusion of fine arts projects in certain state and public building construction projects through cooperation with the Texas Fine Arts Commission."

This legislation stipulates that any state department, commission, board, or other agency which requests a project analysis from the State Building Commission may stipulate, and any other state department, commission, board, institution of higher learning, or the governing body of any county, city or other political subdivision, may designate that a percentage of the original project cost estimate not to exceed one percent shall be used for fine arts projects at or near the site of the building construction project, such as murals, fountains, mosaics and other aesthetic improvements. Under this act, the Texas Fine Arts Commission is to be consulted on the utilization of funds set aside for fine arts purposes, and emphasis is placed on works by living Texas artists. The act applies to projects whose original project cost estimate exceeds $250,000.00.

This legislation passed the Texas Senate, but did not pass in the House. It is hoped that similar legislation will be introduced at the next session. Your expression of interest to your local legislator will aid in the future adoption of this worthwhile act.

El Paso's Temple Mt. Sinai (above) by architects Carroll, Daeuble, DuSang and Rand, illustrates how art can be incorporated into the spaces and furnishings of a structure. The ark doors, the eternal light and the lecturn are by artist Ted Egri. The faceted glass work is by Jaques Duval. The same architects demonstrate how art, when added to a space, can enhance a wall or an open area. The Mutual Federal Savings and Loan building in El Paso shows two uses of such art. (Below and top left, page 14.)
The harmony and integrations of art and architecture is seen in Houston's Jesse Jones Hall (below, left) by architects Caudill, Rowlett, Scott. The aluminum and gold filled wire sculpture titled "Gemini II" was executed by Richard Lippold who attempted to enhance the space, and continue the movement of the walls with materials harmonious to but different from those of the hall.

Two examples of art not physically integrated into buildings are the "Broken Obelisk" (above, right) at Rice University's Rothko Chapel (Howard Barnstone and Eugene Aubry Architects) and "Star-Gate Vector" (below, right) located in the courtyard of Lamar Fleming High School, Houston (Wilson, Morris, Crain and Anderson Architects).
Reinforcing with 300% more gripping power

STRONGWALL

Stick-to-it-ness! That's what MidSTATES puts into its ladder-type Strongwall reinforcing to help it grab hold of the mortar better. And it does it in four important ways:

1. Knurled side rods bite into mortar on all four sides for a better bond.
2. Crossbars welded over the side rods mean mortar flows all around—top, bottom and sides.
3. Deformed side rods with 10 degree bends can not slide in mortar.
4. Crossbar is extended ¼” over side rods. Stress is evenly distributed across weld at critical stress point—the joint.

The tensile strength of Strongwall reinforcing exceeds 90,000 P.S.I. after knurling and deforming. Galvanized or Brite Basic finishes. Available in 10-foot sections with crossbars 15” on center or 12-foot sections with crossbars 16” on center. Also available in truss design.

Packaged and palletized to save loading and handling time at the construction site, Strongwall is protected by patented corrugated “boots”. Arrives in perfect condition. Protects workmen too.

Write for free Strongwall Brochure and complete specifications, both ladder and truss type reinforcing.

MidSTATES WIRE

MID-STATES STEEL and WIRE Sherman, Texas
Division of Keystone Consolidated Industries, Inc.
SCHOKBETON®
welcomes
new licensee

In Texas two well-known names in the building industry are now joined. SCHOKBETON takes great pleasure in welcoming its newest licensed producer KIRBY INDUSTRIES of Houston, Texas.

Schokbenton architectural precast concrete offers the architect the greatest design freedom possible utilizing natural materials. Design with precast.

For TOTAL QUALITY PERFORMANCE, specify SCHOKBETON.

For further information on how you can take advantage of the design flexibility and structural strength of Schokbenton to enhance your next building, contact KIRBY SCHOKBETON.

BUEHNER SCHOKBETON
A Division of Otto Buehner Company
5200 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

COLORADO SCHOKBETON
A Division of Prestressed Concrete of Colorado, Inc.
301 West 50th Place
Denver, Colorado 80216

EASTERN SCHOKBETON CORPORATION
P. O. Box 270
Bound Brook, New Jersey 08805

KIRBY SCHOKBETON
P. O. Box 26429
5806 Bissonnet Street
Houston, Texas 77036

PRECAST / SCHOKBETON, INC.
P. O. Box 2088, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49003
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606
20169 James Couzens Highway, Detroit, Michigan 48235

ROCKWIN SCHOKBETON
P. O. Box 2208
Santa Fe Springs, California 90670

SCHOKBETON QUEBEC, INC.
P. O. Box 240, Industrial Park
St. Eustache, P. Q., Canada

SOUTHEAST SCHOKBETON
P. O. Box 238
Lavonia, Georgia 30553

VALDASTRI-SCHOKBETON
A Division of Valdastri, Ltd.
697 Ahua Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

SCHOKBETON PRODUCTS CORP., 3300 FIRST AVENUE NORTH, P.O. BOX 2446, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35201
Professor Emeritus Florian A. Kleinschmidt, right, was honored on his 75th birthday with a reception and ceremony at Texas Tech University in which the Lubbock chapter of the American Institute of Architects presented Tech’s Department of Architecture with a color portrait of the retired professor. At left is Bill W. Cantrell, president of the Lubbock chapter who made the presentation, and Texas Tech President Grover E. Murray, center, accepted the photo which will hang in the reception room of the Architecture Building. Prof. Kleinschmidt came to Texas Tech in 1928 as head of the department, retired as department chairman in 1953 to devote his full time to teaching until his retirement in 1966.
L. L. RIDGWAY

The Texas Architectural Foundation is pleased to announce that L. L. Ridgway Enterprises of Houston have volunteered to fund three grants, of $500.00 per year, for the school years of 1972-73, 1973-74 and 1974-75. Each of these $500.00 grants (one per year) will be awarded by the TSA Board of Trustees on the basis of need to one of the seven schools of architecture in Texas. They will be used to fulfill a specific need of the school which would otherwise be very difficult to obtain, or to aid a student who, in the opinion of the Dean, is having unusual difficulty financing his or her architectural education.

In addition, L. L. Ridgway Enterprises will donate an additional $50.00 per year, for the next three years, to the permanent Endowment Fund of the Texas Architectural Foundation, in order to assist in defraying the administrative cost of the TAF’s educational program, and to help increase its permanent endowment funds.
WALL COVERINGS?

YOU HAVE VINYL, WOOD VENEER, CORK, VELVETEX AND SUEDE?

Gee, I didn’t know that!

Yes, when it comes to wall covering, Coerver covers the spectrum in both colors and materials. From the easily maintained, colorful vinyls to the wide selection of beautiful wood grained veneers, to the warm texture of cork, to the elegance of velvetex and the suedes, Coerver can supply and install any one of a combination to suit the most fastidious decorator.

Coerver has supplied and installed these outstanding materials in many banks, office buildings, hotels and hospitals from coast to coast and particularly in the Southwest. So when next you have some bare walls to contend with, call Coerver—they will be happy to work with you on a proper and beautiful covering.

COERVER INDUSTRIES, INC.
3311 ELM STREET / DALLAS, TEXAS 75226 / (214) 744-5211

*Visiting customer comment.
Born of fire.

We start with the finest clay. We blend it and mill it. We mold it into the classic tile shape.

Then it is born of fire.

And it is the intense heat of the fire that hardens San Vallé tile and gives it such great strength and durability. It is the fire that oxidizes the iron in the clay and permanently bakes in the rich natural tones.

Because it is born of fire, San Vallé tile will not fade under the heat of the sun like other roofing materials. And San Vallé genuine clay tile is impervious to the heat of flying sparks and embers that might set other roofing materials aflame.

Only genuine clay tile is born of fire. Which is why at San Vallé, we say, "If it isn't clay, it isn't tile."

San Vallé TILE KILNS

1717 NO. HIGHLAND AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90028 • (213) 464-7289

The nation's largest producer of genuine clay roofing products.
LOS PATIOS GARDEN CENTER
San Antonio
Award of Merit
Texas Architecture 1971

Frank D. Welch
Midland

Architect
Texas
The project houses a landscape architect’s offices, his living quarters and a large area for the sale of furniture, plants and gifts. Site is a wooded area along San Antonio’s Salado Creek which the owner carefully cleared for his building and nursery.

The building was located in a clearing with the long axis running north and south. Offices and two story living quarters are located at the south end of the large sales area and mezzanine comprising the balance of the structure to the north.

The sales area and mezzanine are marked by a large high window wall to the east and low continuous glass wall on the west accessible to a deck and view of grounds and stream. An indoor fountain circulates under an arched window to a landscaped pool outside. Besides the entrance to this room is a large cut stone window salvaged from the city’s demolished railroad station.

The structure is load bearing concrete masonry shell on reinforced concrete pier and beam foundation. Roof is wood joist supported in cedar beams and steel pipe columns. Exterior wall finish is stucco; interior wall finishes are cedar paneling and gypsum board with Mexican tile floors. The roofing is galvanized iron sheet.

The owner has been cited by the city’s conservation society for historical and ecological preservation.
St. Charles is part of that team. With a Texas-wide sales organization ready to assist you. And behind every dealer/specialist a team of craftsmen expertly designing custom cabinetry, as they have been doing for over 35 years. St. Charles is the nation's leader in custom cabinetry for use in the nation's homes, industries, hospitals and schools. Don't hesitate to tell our specialists to assist you. We feel it's our way of showing you how we got to be the leader. To find out more about our complete line of custom cabinetry write to the dealer/specialist in your area and ask him for a free copy of "St. Charles Casework Catalog."